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Student Union Donations Still Coming In
Debaters
Return From
Vermont

Sunday Speaker

1Bookstore Directors
Student Drive
Paintings
Contributed To Union
Nears Goal,
Of Ten Men As Athletic Asset
Needs $6000.
Being Shown
A major factor in the result of
the campaign, according to the
fund committee, was the gift of
$9,000 by the Store Company. In
making this contribution, the Store
directors, composed of students,
faculty and alumni, stated that in
their opinion, the Union Building
would be an asset to the athletic
life of the University.
It will be used by visiting teams
for entertainment, recreation or
eating and will promote the intramural athletic program. In addition, it is anticipated that most if
not all of the athletic meetings
and conferences will be held in the
Memorial Union Building.

After a week of active t anipaigning,
2,676 Maine students have subscribed
Maine debaters broke even in the
Original paintings of ten contemponearly $80,000 towards the building of
University of Vermont's invitation derary artists will be on display in the
a student union in memory of Univerbating tournament at Burlington last
University of Maine Art Gallery beweek end, winning five contests and
sity war dead. With organization gifts
tween nine and five each day until
dropping a like number.
added, the grand total stands at
March 15.
The negative team of Kay Kennedy
$93,791 pledged.
Loaned to the University by the
and June Swanton defeated McGill,
George Binet Gallery of New York,
The "clean-up" phase of the camWilliams, and American International.
this collection has been brought to the
paign is being carried on this week.
They lost to Dartmouth and Boston
Maine campus by Mr. Vincent Hart- •
Many off-campus students have not
University.
gen as a cross sectional view of what
been contacted, and some organizations
Royal Graves and Larry Jenness, afis being shown in America today.
are considering gifts. 84% of the stufirmative team, won over Rutgers and
Each of the artists ranks highly in
dent body have pledged in the drive.
Wesleyan while losing to Vermont,
modern American painting and has
Fifteen of the campaign teams
McGill, and St. Micheals.
held several group and one-man shows
reached or exceeded their quotas as
Jenness was judged best debater in
in New York and other cities.
follows: Balentine, Colvin, Estabrooke
Dr. Alfred W. Painter will speak
four of his five debates. Miss Swanton
Attracting
much
attention
So., Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa Sigma,
at
the
at
next
Sunday's
service,
held
in the
was given the highest rating three
exhibit is "Maternity" by Stefano
Phi Eta Kappa, Phi Gamma Delta,
Little
Theatre.
The
service
opens
at
times.
Cusumano with its sharp color conPhi Kappa Sigma, Phi Mu Delta, SigQuestion being debated was "Re- 10:45 a.m.
trast, stained glass effect, and vividma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Tau
Born in Yakima, Wash., he was
solved that labor should be given a
ness.
There
is
an
abstract
quality
Epsilon
to
Phi, Hannibal Hamlin, Oak
direct share in the management of in- graduated from Linfield College in be
found and appreciated in the works
Hall,
Hampden.
Copying
a
long
established
McMinnville
custom
,
Oregon,
and received his
dustry." Twenty schools brought over
of Ernesto Lothar. The moody char- in the teaching of natural
sciences, Teams in the 90% bracket are The
100 teams to the tournament, repre- Ph.D. from the University of Chicago acter
of the sea dominates Nathaniel Maine's English department is busy
at Elms, East Hall, North Dorms.
senting New England, New York, and in 1945.
Dirk.
work developing a writing laboratory.
Twenty-three student organizations
He is at present connected with.
New Jersey. Bates was the only other
Set
up
under
the
have
direction
thus far contributed or subscribed
of
Dr.
Bates
College
where
he
adviser
is
to
Maine school present.
Walter R. Whitney, the lab is in op- to the Fund. Frank Haines and SaraThe tournament was held mainly the Bates Christian Association and
eration five nights a week, Monday lyn Phillips served as co-chairmen of
for training purposes. The authorities an instructor in religion.
'through
Friday, from 7 to 9:30 ?kn. this phase of the campaign. The folat Vermont have decided to hold such a
It
is
located
in 32 South Stevens.
lowing organizations have subscribed
meet there every year. Time set for
In expressing the basic aim of the to the Fund thus far:
next year's tourney is the first week
laboratory, Dr. Whitney stated, "It is
Panhellenic, Women's Student Govin December.
"Professor Mamlock," a Soviet film our belief that help is more important ernment Assoc., Home Economics
330
exposing the tyranny of the pre-war during the actual process of composi- Club, Alpha Omicron Pi, Pi Beta Phi,
Nazi regime, will be shown at 7:30 tion than when the instructor is re- Phi Mu, Women's Athletic Assoc.,
Rush tickets for Maxwell AnTuesday evening, March 11, in the stricted to critiicsm on finished prod- All-Maine Women, Off-.Cautpus Womderson's "Joan of Lorraine" will
uct."
en, Chi Omega, General Senate, IntraMCA Reading Room.
go on sale Monday at room 330
This
novel
Steens Hall. They will be. sold
service is presented for mural, Senior Skulls, Sigma Mu SigProfessor Nfamlock is a German
use
by
all
students.
each day between 9:45 and 4
Each night a ma, Maine Masque Theatre. M.C.A.,
Jew, forced to vacate his hospital post
Opening night for the play is
because of "unpure" blood. The actor member of the liic'T TepartmenT -Aii-Gaiviiotak Men. Agricultural Club,
At the last AVC meeting, Sandy
who plays the part received one of will be present to help with any. dif- Debate 'Societsk, American Society of
Adams, Editor of The Maine Campus, Tuesday, March IL It •will run
for
four
nights,
with curtain time
the highest Soviet awards for his per- ficulties or obstacles encountered while Civil Engrs., Newman Club. Hillel,
spoke about the paper's organization
The Maine Campus.
writing.
set
7:45
p.m.
for
formance.
and editorial policies.
No attendance record will be kept,
It was emphasized that all students
although the presence of some students
who want to work on the paper are
who are in need of help will be urged.
welcomed. Elections of officers are
Only a few standard reference books V
held each year, and all members of the
are kept at the laboratory. The lab
staff are expected to participate in the
is not to be used as a general study
In the future, all students desiring
elections.
room,
nor will any drill work be given, family residence at the University will
The policy of the paper is to present
Possible arrangement may be made contact Mr. Raymond Thomas. FPHA
news, not to make news, the editor
BY LALA JONES
at work. Both Paul and Gerry have
for those students who wish to use representative, rather than Mr. Worsaid, when told that there were many
With opening night nearing for the a few lines to say!
typewriters.
rick, assistant dean of men.
things to attack on campus.
Masque's "Joan of Lorraine," assistant
Henry Casavant, instructor of RoTwenty-one students attended the director Bill Brown and a crew of
The assignment duties, formerly in
mance Languages at Maine, is in
meeting, eight of whom were mem- backstage masterminds are busy keepthe dean's office, have been taken over
charge of make-up. Mr. Casavant has
bers of the Campus staff, plus thirteen ing the technical end of the production
by Mr. Thomas according to an anhad fifteen years' experience doing
interested students, faculty members. running smoothly.
nouncement
made by him Tuesday afprofessional make-up, including work
or AVC members.
tehnoon. It %yds Pointed out that asBeth Clement holds the reins of done in Hollywood. A few members
Writing on "The Sonnets of Keats." signments of single men's quarters in
stage manager. It is Beth's duty to see of Mr. Bricker's make-up class will
married war veteran living in a the North Dormitories area as well as
a
that all members of the cast are pres- assist.
trailer
has won first prize in the an- the permanent dormitories will still be
ent and on stage at the right time. She
Mary Dirks is costume chairman for
and her assistant, Albert Weymouth, the play. She is assisted by Dot Salo, nual senior essay competition at the handled by Mr. Worrick.
take turns prompting the actors, check- Bob Warren and Jeannette Nadeau. University of Maine.
The Women's Gymnasium will be ing their movements for accuracy, and Although "Joan" is not a costume play,
The winner, Malcolm Blodgett. will
the setting for this week's stag dance, placing props and sets where they are the last few scenes in the play are receive a $20 award, one of the Hardito be held Friday night. The dance supposed to be during different scenes done in complete costume. Like any son essay prizes established by Helen
is being sponsored by the Education of the play.
dress rehearsal, costumes come about Crane Hardison of the class of 1937.
Club.
Technical Director and chief elec- a week before the actual play is given.
A second Hardison prize, of $5, The Maine Radio Guild will produce
Dancing will be from 8:00 to 11:30. trician, Gerry Hermanson and Paul The last scenes occur probably during was awarded to Dorothy Ward, whose "The Work of the World" on
its fifand the admission is fifty cents. The Hart, work hand in hand during the the "last week" of the play.
subject was "The Influence of the teen minute program next Wednesday
music will be provided by Nat Dia- production.
Lydia Backer is in charge of props Lives of the Bronte Sisters upon Their evening, 7:30 p.m.. over WLBZ.
mond and his orchestra.
Something new has been added in and Betty Towne and Barbara Sewall Works."
The script is based on a poem by
The dance can not he held in the this play, however. During the action make up the rest of her committee.
Edith Strout won third place, while Richard Henry Stoddard, and tells
Memorial Gymnasium, as the semi- of "Joan of Lorraine." the actual sets Doug Johnson is ticket chairman, and Anne Woods was fourth.
of a husband who came to learn that
final basketball games of the Eastern are removed and curtains drawn back Lala Jones, Trapper Reynolds, and
A three-way tie for fifth place was men don't do all the work in the world.
Maine Tournament will he played at so that the audience sees the act•val Pat Woodward are working on pub- achieved by Elaine McManus. Donald
Margaret Hanks, an advanced radio
that time.
electrician's box, with the electrician lkity.
Thomas, and Stanley Thomas.
student, will direct the show.

Walter Whitney
Organizes Needed
Writing Laboratory

Campus Editor
Speaks To AVC
About Newspaper

Masque Tickets Go
On Sale Monday
In
Stevens Hall

Anti-Nazi Film
Will Be Shown
By Hillel Group

Ray Thomas Handles
All Family Housing

'Joan Of Lorraine' Opening
Next Wednesday On Campus
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Malcolm Blodgett
Wins Essay Contest

Stag Dance Planned
For This Friday

Maine Radio Guild
Produces Program
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STORMY WEATHER DUDS ARRIVE
The flowers that bloom in the I be bought in a multitude of colors.
spring tra-la." Yes, sir, spring's on its Those plastic coats are sold with
way, which means warm days, green matching kerchiefs and umbrellas and
grass, budding trees, but alas, rainy they really make smart outfits at low
weather also. So, gals, take a quick cost.
Most girls aren't fortunate enough
inventory on your spring stormy
weather duds so that those April show- to have naturally curly hair. They
ers won't catch you at an off moment. I have to keep their head under cover
First of all, how about a raincoat? I in even just plain damp weather. For
The lucky girls are those who either them we suggest the usual kerchiefs
have belted gabardine water-repellent or rain hats to match their coats.
How about keeping feet dry? Boots
coats or the transparent plastic jobs
which may be worn over heavy suits are as fashionable as ever, or perhaps
or outer garments. The cloth ones come we can suggest puddle jumpers, those
with a satin finish also and these may shoes with heavy rubber soles. And

to top the whole outfit, how about an
umbrella? Maybe you think they're
old fashioned and a nuisance, but they
come in such sharp colors and fabrics
these days that we think they're
mighty cute on a stormy day. Surely
they still serve the purpose though
they have been in use a few centuries.
See you the next time it rains.
Golly, we'll be a sharp campus in our
bright duds, and not the least bit wet.
—PAULIE MARCOUS

eaInp444

Edited by
Bonnie Andrews Lind Jo look

Socie4

F ,

Rushing Season Brings Parties,
Slows Engagement, Pinnings

Many of the fraternities had informal vie parties last week end to start
off the spring rushing season. Frat
members, rushees, and their dates attended.
Phi Gam went all out for a rustic
dance. Plenty of hay, a regular barn
dance theme, plus the merriment of
the thirty-five couples who were pres"She who hesitates is won."—Osca ent adds up to a grand time. Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Hill were chaperons...
Wilde.
Kappa Sig entertained nearly seventy
couples. Refreshments were served
throughout the evening.... SAE had

about fifteen couples at its vic party
Saturday night. On Sunday the boys
held a Smoker party.... Thirty-five
couples went to the parties at 'Meta
Chi and Delta Tau. ATO's housemother chaperoned the rushee party
held there Saturday night.
North Dorms has the only engagement of the week—"Sandy" Smith
and Maryrose Delano, Balentine.
Beverly LaFrance, of Watertown,
Mass., is wearing the Kappa Sig pin
of "Herb" Peterson. Joe Cervone
of Phi Gam pinned Carol Smith.
Marit Andersen has the Nu Sigma
Nu pin of Bill Wilson. Bill, a former
"Maine" man, is now a "med" student
at the University of Penn.
Alan Shulman became the first Tau
Ep to hang his pin since the war, giving it to Ruth Madow of BU.
A new radio program entitled "Youth
These seem to be the only four this
Speaks its Mind" was aired over Banweek. Rushing must be keeping men
gor station WJOR last Monday night
busy elsewhere.
at 8 p.m. It was the first of a weekly
series.
Two Maine students, Mr. Paul F.
McGouldrick and Mr. Herbert Gillis,
joined Dr. Foster of our School of
Education and two Bangor citizens in
a forum discussion on "Germany's
I Place in a United Europe."
A student-faculty committee on pubThe program is being sponsored by
appointed by President Arthe Politics Club, the Political Break- lications,
tur
A.
Hauck
last fall, has completed
fast Club, and the International Relaorganization
and is now ready to
its
tions Club, as a series to run for an
business,
according
to chairman
do
indefinite time. McGouldrick and Howof journalWayne
Jordan,
professor
ard Gotlieb, a former student at
ism.
George Washington University and
recently returned from Germany, The purpose of this committee, said
thought up the idea and worked it out. Jordan, is to represent the interests of
This first forum discussed several the students and the University in an
problems: German youth, denazifica- advisory capacity, as well as to insure
tion, the Potsdam agreement, coal pro- that the journalistic needs of the colduction in the Ruhr, and others. No lege community are met. Students
final conclusions were reached in this and faculty members are invited to
limited discussion, but everyone had a contribute criticisms and suggestions
chance to air gripes and advance pet to the board.
The Administration is represented
solutions.
Other students here are expected to on the committee by, in addition to
take part in succeeding discussions, Jordan, Professor Cecil Reynolds, Mr.
which will cover such varied topics as Howard Keyo, Publicity Director, and
"Britain's Future as an Imperial Pow- Mr. Irving Pierce, of the Treasurer's
er," "Can Communism and Democracy office. Marit Andersen, Louisa Bacon,
Live Together ?" and "Yes, What Tom Stotler, and Rip Haskell are the
student members.
About Labor Bills."

Maine Organizations
Sponsor A Program
Over WJOR

Publications
Group Prepares
To Do Business

by

BETSY ROSS BREAD
The loaf with the all-grain flavor
For the good of all Americans
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Peephole to Politics

Powers, Structure Of Senate
Brewster Revives Hope For Maine Democracy Listed In New Constit
ution
Of all the sweet and reassuring gentlemen to explanation delivered in a few thousand

wellTim MAINE CAMPUS publishes the proposed Constitution of the .11en's
chosen words was well received by the audience
,,
He then added that he also considered Lilienthal's Ctudent Senate as a service to the men's student body. This Constitution will
dictatorial temperament a liability for the position bc voted on, in a general referendum to all men.
PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
to which he aspired.
mum of three elected members. The
Article I
Like the true public servant he is, Senator
maximum size of this committee shall
Description and Name
Brewster did not neglect to remind us of the ever Sec. 1. This constitution shall govern be determined each year by the precedpresent danger of Communist infiltration into the the men's student body of the Univer- ing Senate prior to final adjournment.
Sec. 3. The Executive Committee
administrative branch of the government. Lilien- sity of Maine.
thal, he did not believe, was a Communist, but the Sec. 2. All powers granted by this shall have power to act for the Senate
may be exercised by an whenever the situation requires such
atmosphere in the TVA district was definitely constitution
elected body representing the men speedy action that a regular meeting
friendly towards them. Even the Tennessee watch- students. This body shall be known as of the entire Senate would not be practical or possible. To authorize action,
dog, Senator McKellar, had been unable to dis- the Men's Student Senate.
all members of the Executive Comcover this.
Article II
mittee must be present except that
Purpose
Those of us who were fortunate enough to hear
whenever a member is authorized to
Sec.
1. The Men's Student Senate be absent from his regular school curour Senator speak on the subject of International
shall act as the co-ordinating body riculum his presence may not be rerelations left the Little Theatre assured that the between
all men's student organiza- quired.
greatness of our nation could not fade as long as tions and between the
University Ad4. There shall be representation
it reposed in the care of such men. Maine has ministration and the men students. The in Sec.
the
Student Senate as preSenate
shall
strive to foster and di- scribed General
sired a distinguished line of statesmen of whom
in
the
constitution
of the Genrect student sentiment in the direction
Mr. Brewster is not the least.
Student Senate.
of general cooperation, unified college eral
More I will not say, save that if he continues spirit, and promotion of beneficial stu- Sec. 5. There shall be a temporary
his speaking tour and reaches enough of the Maine dent activities, and to uphold the Uni- committee elected before final adjournment each year. The purpose of this
citizenry, there is still hope for the two party versity ideals.
committee
be to provide continuSec. 2. The Men's Student Senate ity of actionwill
system in this state.
directly following periods
—RIP HASKET.L shall
represent the men students in all when the University
is not in session
matters that call for discussion and
to initiate such student governadjustment between the men's student and
ment as may be needed during summer
body and the administration.
sessions. The size of this committee
Article III
and its chairman shall be determined
Mi Gawd. The campus commandos have really mony. Three of these dealt with marriage and the
Membership
by the Senate at the time of election
Sec.
1.
The
Men's Student Senate of the committee each year.
been busy. If you don't hear of half a dozen coeds family, one with animal husbandry, and the other,
getting pinned, engaged, or hitched each week, a course he received in basic training, sex hygiene. shall consist of male undergraduate or This committee shall be known as
graduate students elected from the the election committee and shall
news comes of ten or twelve new babies showing Naturally his marriage went on the rocks.
student body on the basis of one repre- the following powers and duties.have
up in the South Apartments.
Professor Ceeit, who, although only 64 years sentative for each forty students, and a. It shall determine the number of
representatives from each resiProfessor Ceeit claims that the young people of old, is thinking seriously of hanging his Phi Beta if any residence group has a remainder of twenty-six, but less than forty
dence group by referring to the
today are going into marrige half-cocked. He ex- Kappa key on a female friend, gives a word of that
remaining fraction shall be enofficial University records.
plained further that they are not ready for such a warning to those already married, and those about titled to one representative.
No resi- b. It shall determine the areas which
step. As an example of this he told the tragic to be married.
dence group shall be entitled to more
make up residence groups whenthan one fraction. Each residence
story of ex-Major General K. P. Pushah.
ever these areas need to be al"Think the situation over seriously before tak- group
shall be entitled to at least one
tered.
General Pushah. at the time of his marriage, had ing the fatal step. You are not prepared for mar- representative
representative c. It shall set the date of election of
only attained a Ph.D. Furthermore, he had taken riage until you have the proper education. I wait- must reside inandthethat
residence group
representatives to the Men's Senonly five two-semester courses in subjects that ed, and am now confident that my married life will electing him at the time of election.
ate, and whenever necessary,
The residence groups shall consist of
would help him travel the lovely road of matri- be better because of it."
members of the committee shall
—BILL BRENNAN the groups
of students as listed below.
act as moderators and explain
a. Each dormitory with all wings,
the purpose of the meeting. The
ells, or other appended structure
division of duties of the members
shall be considered one residence
Correspondence
shall be decided by the committee
group. (Also see appendage at
itself.
end under membership.)
d. It shall provide a place for the
Is the food bad again? After weeks and weeks
b. Each fraternity occupying a chapprimary election to be held and
44
of official platitudes about the University dining
ter house shall be one residence
arrange the seating of the stugroup.
dents in such a manner as to
halls and University food, the letter we received
c. The proctors shall be one resiprovide ample opportunity for
this week from forty-four students was discouragdence group.
the students from the same genDear Editor:
d. Off-campus men students shall be
ing.
eral area to become acquainted
one residence group.
According to the latest figures, laine produces
with each other.
\Ve don't like to rile up the muck on campus.
(Note: The Maine Campus shall be e. It shall be the duty of the elecmore potatoes than any other State in the country. invited
to send a reporter for the
But if there are legitimate complaints, we welcome In this morning's
tion committee to see that the
paper we read that approxi- purpose of publicizing the meeting.
men nominated from a residence
them for publication in the letters column.
mately 11,000,000 bushels of potatoes had been but no elected member to the Senate
group are truly a representative
shall be allowed to report for The
That's the first step we use in trying to help dumped in Aroostook County.
group of nominees.
f. It shall set the date of the final
It made us angry, and we think we are justified ifaine Campus.)
conditions on campus.
Sec. 2. The representatives shall be
election so that at least four
From past experience, however, we judge that in being so. when we went to chow today and elected by the residence group conschool days shall elapse after the
found
they
were serving dehydrated potatoes. A cerned immediately after the school
primary election has been held.
nothing much will be done simply on the publicalarge number of us had to eat that stuff when we year commences under the guidance g. It shall he the duty of the election
tion of a single letter. After all, "if you're feeding were overseas, and see
committee to see that the primary
no reason for it in a potato- of a committee to be known as the
and final elections are publicized
a couple thousand people, there's bound to be producing State. It seems to us that the people election committee. All members of
the election group concerned shall be
so that all students of the group
somebody who's dissatisfied."
responsible for obtaining the food for the Field authorized to vote for the total number
concerned shall have ample opHouse Dining Room should be able to do a better of representatives for that group. The
portunity to participate.
type of balloting system to be used Sec. 6. The officers of the Men's
job than that.
shall be decided upon by the residence Senate shall be nominated from its
The visiting track teams ate there; that meal group
concerned at the time of the members and at least two who are
must have given a very good impression of U. of election, but prior to the balloting.
The willing to accept shall be nominated
M. chow.
term of office shall be for one school for each office.
year.
Sec. 7. The Executive Committee
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students
Signed,
Article IV
of the University of Maine. Subscription rate: 75e per semesthe Election Committee shall be
and
by 44 students
ter. Local advertising rate: 50e per column inch. Offices on
Recall Petition and Election
nominated from among the members
second floor front and third floor, MCA Building. Tel. ExtenSec. I. A recall election may be of the Senate with at least two who
sion 51. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for
held by the members of any residence are willing to accept for each position
national advertising by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publi.,her's Representative, 420 MadiEon Ave., New York
group at any time. However, request vacant.
17, N. Y. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office,
for recall must he accompanied by a
Article VI
Orono, Me.
petition signed by not less than 10%
Election
Editor
of the students in the residence group I Sec. I. The President, Vice PresiSandy Adams
concerned.
Businevut Manager
Dana Whitman Dear Editor:
dent. and Exectithe Committee shall
Sec. 2. This petition shall be sub- : he voted on by the entire men student
/tom. ilusineys Manager
Fay Jones
I
am
a
senior
here
at
the
University
and
have
Athertising Manager
mitted to the president of the senate body with at least one week elapsing
Bill Brennan
Circulation Manager
Alice Fonseca what I believe to be an honest gripe. It concerns and he must call an election and set the between nomination and election.
Subyeription Manager
date of the election at not more than Sec. 2. The preferential ballot shall
Toni Doescher the Placement Bureau, and its methods.
News Editor
Larry Jenness
In the first place, four of my friends in the Tech- twenty nor less than seven school days be used in voting for the President
Sporty Editor
Fred McDonald nology college have had interviews arranged with from date of receipt of such petition and Vice President. The type of ballot
Make-up Editor
with the exception that no petition used for the others elected shall be
Don Gross
Assistant Make-up Editor
Martha Leeman prospective employers. r have not had one. Sev- need be accepted unless there are eight decided upon by the Senate ad the time
Art Editor
Don MacLeod eral psychology majors I know have been running weeks of classes remaining in the of nomination.
Society Editors
Jo Look, Bonnie Andrews back and forth between interviews. I still have school year including the date received. Sec. 3. The Secretary shall he electActivities Editor
In any recall election, the Incumbent ed by the members of the Senate.
Terry Garcelon
Sports Writers: Len Plavin, Murph Linehan, Helen not had one. \\That's the matter with Arts stu- named shall appear for re-election unArticle VII
dents?
141//,•11. Bud Hale, Ed Kisonak.
less he declines to run. No representa- Powers of Men's Student Senate
Another thing: are the employers the students tive may be subjected to a recall elec- Sec. I. The Men's Student Senate
Contributors: Bernard Marsh, Joe Floyd, Monty Higgins, Don Caswell, Dick Haskell
are placed with properly investigated. I know of a tion more than once in a year.
shall have power of investigation and
Reporters: Hal Jack, Larry Dunn, Barbara Patten, Dick case where one girl was placed with an employer
supervision of all men's organizations
Article V
Jacobs, Edward Snyder, Warren Turner, Jan Crockett
when the activities of those organizaOfficers and Committees
Betty Harlow, Pauline Marcous, June Swanton, Estelle who was shortly later convicted of embezzling. Sec. 1. There shall be a President, tions affect the men student body or
Weeks, Norma Drummond, Kay Bridges, Shirley Crane, She was accused of sharing in the stolen funds Vice President. and Secretary and such whenever the activities of a given
Publications Assistants: Ruth Preble, Perry Amsden, but proved her innocence. What kind of people other officers as are found to be neces- men's organization could be altered to
Dick Stanley
improve conditions affecting the men
sary.
are we being placed with?
Circulation Assistants: Mary Hollingdale, Thelma MerSec. 2. There shall he an Executive students.
The
Placement
Bureau
as
it
now
is
runs
hardly
cer, Gail Smith, Elizabedi Clark. Madelyn Webber, Neil
Committee formed at the start of Sec. 2. The Men's Student Senate
Comeau. Pat Woodward, Margaret Gorham, Grace Grif- better than the USES: I probably would be better each school year. This committee shall have power to set up a judicial
fith, Dick Eaton,
off if I found a job myself, if I could.
(Continued on Page Sir)
shall consist of the officers and a mini-I
strike the campus lately, Senator R. Owen Brewster was certainly the most so. I regret that circumstances prohibited this column from acknowledging his visit sooner; however, I feel assured
that his undying words will still remain fresh
enough in the minds of those who heard him to
make our remarks still pertinent.
The Senator struck a note of interest regarding
the situation of weather control stations in the
Arctic regions. He modestly admitted having introduced a bill to establish such an institution—
America's first in the northwest icefields. He was
rather pleased, or so he inferred us. that the Russians had been displeased by this action. But the
Senator felt that the fact that the Russians maintain some two hundred similar establishments
constituted too great a threat to our security to
be ignored.
When asked why he was opposed to the Lilienthal appointment, he replied that for twelve months
the Democratic administration had held off from
making an appointment to the Atomic Control
Board, and he saw no reason why three or four
more months would make any difference. This

The University Wakes Up And Gets Married

Resumption ...

Men Don't Like
Dried Spuds Served

The Maine Campus

Job-hunting Could Be
Made Easier For Arts Men
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Jane Brown
Announces Pledges
To Sororities
the Politics Club.

Politics Club Invites Men
From Labor, Industry, Faculty

"Closed Shop" will be discussed ment which sponsors
All students are invited to attend
Monday night in Politics Club, with
guests representing both Maine labor .the meetings •of the Politics Club. Inand Maine management, it was an-^ terest is the only requirement for
nounced last night.
membership.
Mr. Benjamin Dorsky, Head of the
The Politics Club meeting will be
Maine Division of the American Fed- held in the Reading Room of the MCA
eration of Labor, will present his Building, at 7:30 p.m.. this coming
views on the question of the closed Monday, March 10th.
Amp.
It is not yet known who will repMr. Edwin Young of the Depart- resent the views of Maine management of Economics and Sociology will ment. Miss Priscilla Dodge, Secretary
act as moderator at the meeting.
of the club, has contacted Mr. Robert
Also present at this meeting will be Haskell of the Bangor Hydro comMr. John Coghill, who ran for the pany in Augusta, Mr. W. A. FinneNational Congress on the Democratic gan, who is treasurer of the North
ticket last November, and who is pub- Eastern Box Company, Mr. A. B.
lisher and editor of the Penobscot Larcher, retired member of the PeTimes, a 1,veekly newspaper which is nobscot Chemical Fiber Company, and
published in Old Town.
others.
Mr. Cecil J. Reynolds and Mr.
Wa.2,-ne Jordan, both of the English
faculty here, will also attend the meeting. Mr. Jordan has spent many years
in the management of newspapers.
Student passes and facility pass
Mr. Gallagher from the Department
will be honored at the
books
Mr.
and
of F.concinics and Sociology
Parson from the College of Technol- Preparatory School Basketball
tournament to be held here
ogy will be at the meeting.
March 14-15. They are not
Also present will be the active
for the high school tournagood
faculty
the
from
club
the
members of
of history and government, the depart- ment.

Student Passes Good
At Prep School Tourney

Polyphase Slide Rules Available Again
See
George O'Donnell, Campus Agent
for

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.
SKI EQUIPMENT AND PHOTO SUPPLIES
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SO Ill LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
March 6-8
You and Robert Montgomery
Solve a Mystery
"LADY IN THE LAKE"
March 9-15
"THE STRANGE WOMAN"
'Judy Lamarr, George Sanders

BIJOU
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Mar. 6-7
"CHILD OF DIVORCE"
with Sharyn Moffett
Sat. Thru Fri., Mar. 8-14
Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker
"THE BEGINNING OR THE
END"
ith Torn Drake, Beverly
Tyler, Audrey Totter

PARK
BANGOR

1

Thursday, Mar. 6
"THE STARS LOOK DOWN"
and
"THE TIME, THE PLACE,
AND THE GIRL"
Mar. 9-10-11
"PALMY DAYS"
and
"NOCTURNE"
Wed., Thurs., Mar. 12-13
"CROSS MY HEART"
and
"RENDEZVOUS WITH
ANNIE"

5TRPI N D
on aNO
Wed. & Thurs., Mar. 5-6
Double Feature
"MR. ACE"
with
George Raft. Sylvia Sidney
Plus
"GINGER"
with
Frank Albertson. Barbara Reed
6:30-7:37
Fri. and Sat., March 7-8
"MIGHTY McGURK"
Wallace Beery, Aline McMahon
Also Shorts
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:29

Phi Eta Kappa Clinches Cup
In Fraternity Bowling Race

40 26 14 .650
S A E
BY LEN HARLOW
Sorority Rushing at the University
40 14 26 .400
am
Lambda
Chi
With only a few matches remaining,
has been completed with the bow-pinKappa
32 11 21 .345
Phi
Sigma
Phi Eta Kappa has clinched the fra_
ning ceremonies held last night. Pan- ternity bowling championship of 1947 Sigma Chi
32 14 18 .434
hellenic President Jan Brown an- and the prize silver cup.
Alpha Tau Omega 36 15 21 .416
nounced this morning the new pledges
A Phi Eta team, composed of Dick PhiMu Delta
36 19 17 .528
Spiller, Bob Brewster, Oscar Paradis,1„
of each sorority.
40 20 20 .500
Chi
1 eta
Harry Hawkes, and Bob Cool, has"
They are as follows:
run roughshod over all opponents this
Delta Delta Delta: Valerie Estey
season.
'49, Betty Boterf '48, Barbara TibSparkplug for the winning pinsters
bets '48, and Carolyn Moores '50.
has been Oscar Paradis, who holds
Alpha Omicron Pi: Ann Burbank this year's record for the highest three
'50, Dianne Rusk '50, Lois Ann Nich- strings with a total score of 338.
According to Sam Ames, proprietor
olson '49, and Mrs. Miriam Mosely
of the Orono alleys, this is the first
BY HELEN BUZZELL
'49.
year in many that neither Sigma Chi
Chi Omega: Louise Powers '50,
nor Sigma Nu has won the bowling
Barbf Tibbets, chairman of the
Virginia Stickney '50, Lorraine LittleSigma Nu ended in third place committees for sports day, March 8,
cup.
field '49, and Dorothy Ansell '49.
this year but included standout bowl- at which the University will play
Phi Mu: Louise Hamlin '50, and
such as Larry Standish, who was hostess to Farmington State Normal
ers
Jean Dennison '50.
only to Paradis with the high School, recently announced the chairsecond
Pi Phi: Constance Coyne '47, Estotal of 337 and also men of her committees: program,
strings
three
ther Freeze '50, Louise Litchfield '50,
the high single strings with Mary Bachelder; music, Barbara Mcin
second
and Margaret Gowdey '48.
135, and Joe Adler, who recorded a Neil; publicity, Betty Friedler; food,
three string mark of 332.
Morna Kimball; registration, Helen
Buzzell.
STANDINGS
GP PW PL PC The program for the day is as folTeam
5 .807 lows:
Phi Eta Kappa 40 35
9:30-10:00
Registration
Delta Tau Delta 40 29 11 .725
:00-12:00
10
Basketball
.675
13
27
40
Nu
Sigma
Lunch
12:00-1 :00
1 :00-1 :30
Discussions
Games and Square
Dancing
1:30-3:30
Tour of the Campus 3:00-4:00
4:00-4:30
Singing
Friday, March 7
Dot Stanley, tennis and badminton
Education Club Stag W.G.-8:00
manager, announced today that all girls
Tuesday, March 11
who wish to play in the singles badL.T.-7:45
Masque Play
minton tournament must do so before
W.G.-7:00
Square Dance Club
the end of the week. Next week names
17 S.N.-7:15
Orchestra
will be drawn to choose opponents.
Newman Club
All girls interested in playing in inM.C.A.-5-7
Off-Campus Women
ter-dorm volley ball games are urged
Wednesday, March 12
to sign up soon. Sign-up sheets are in
W.G.-7:00
Modern Dance
all dorms and practices will be held
Wednesday Morning
every day this week. On March 10
M.C.A.-7:00
Service
the inter-dorm tourney will officially
M.C.A.-7:30
Freshman Club
get under way.
JANICE BROWN, Panhellenic presiL.T.-7:45
Masque Play
At a recent meeting of the Modern
dent, who this morning announced the
Dance Club, eight new members joined
names of 14 new sorority pledges.
the organization. To become a member
a student must have received an A or
• B in the regular course and to have
Tel. 8781
been voted on by the club to become
a member. The new members are Mary
BROOKS' RADIO AND JEWELRY SHOP Res."83
Bachelder, Jeanne De Roza, Frances
RADIOS — WATCHES — DIAMONDS — JEWELRY
Callan, Georgia Parsons, Mrs. Fay
WATCH AND RADIO REPAIRING
Trembly, Mary Dirks, Ruth Small,
Old Town, Maine
and Elizabeth Johnston.

Women's Sports Day
Program Announced
By Barby Tibbets

Campus Calendar

--• -•

)01,

"
IV -SW-SI/— Sffq—
JOAN CRAWFORD
Star of "HUMORESQUE"
A Worrier Bros. 1);ct9re

7X57'E

The New_ ALL New

Tuesday, March 11
"THE VERDICT"
with Sidney Greenstreet,
Joan Leslie, Peter Lorre
Also Shorts
6:30-8:24

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock

eerreR./
e TO srAr'Rev/
to/v6eR./
e ro sisioKe ni/4pER./
7-0
Oat

Sun. and Mon., March 9-10
"THE DARK MIRROR"
with
Olivia Dehavilland. Lew Ayers
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8 :32

Wed. & Thurs., March 12-13
Double Feature
"BLONDIE'S BIG MOMENT"
with
Penny Singleton. Arthur Lake
Plus
"THE FALCON'S
ADVENTURE"
with
Toni Conway, Lionel
Barrymore. Madge Meredith
6:30-7:56

•

4t. IIIJI
4169/C.4t 5C/iNGE

OFFERS

poofpagllye•lNo°ma
67t/E5 YOU
tEAt2iN6 06ARETTI

00771/41E5S
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7/00.417RR/TAN

Toth certified by o jury of 14 distinguilAtsd doctors

New Blend! New Taste!
New Freshness I
Male by the revolutionary new
"903" moisturizing process. Beneficial moisture penetrates every
tobacco leaf—gives you a smoother,
milder, better smoke! Get new
Raleigh "903" Cigarettes today.
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Bear Facts
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Schoolboy Basketball Tourney Takes Maine Spotlight

BY FRED MCDONALD
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BY FRED MCDONALD

Track Team
Prepares For
Northeastern

Boxers And Wrestlers
Slow In Reporting
For Physical Checkups

High Schools Vie
For Eastern Crown'

Curtismen
Take Second
At Montreal

The schoolboys take over on the
Maine campus this N% rekend as eight
Schoolboys will be in the athletic
high schools battle for the Eastern
spotlight
at Memorial Gymnasium
Maine class A basketball championThe athletic office reports that
these next two weekends as the high
ship at Memorial Gymnasium Thursmany of the boxers and %restschool and prep school tourneys get
day, Friday, and Saturday. If you
who have signified their inlers
under way at the University.
The undefeated Pale Blue track
want tickets for these games there is
tentions of entering the tourneys
only one place to get them and that is team s ill meet its final indoor foe of
This weekend it will be the Eastern
the
season
Saturday
that will be held at the Univerafternoon in the
from the principals of the competing
Maine class A high schools that will
Ted Curtis and his winter sports
be competing for the right to meet squad returned Monday from Montreal
schools. There are no tickets on ad- field house when Northeastern Unisity on March 19-20, have not
versity pits its strength against Coach
the western Maine winner for the
vance Nale at the University.
had their physicals as yet. Stan
where they won second place in the
Jenkins' charges.
state title. The state title game will
From the Hat—Stearns
Wallace, director of intramural
senior
International Ski Union meet
also be held on campus Saturday
The Maine squad rolled to an imThe experts have been all trying
athletics, said that all men who
I
held
at
St. Marquette last week end.
night.
March
pressive
15.
victory
in last week's state
to pick the winners with the choices
do not undergo a physical will
Ted Curtis announced this week iI Won by Middlebury College of Verranging from the co-favorites down meet, marking up 72 points to Bowbe ineligible to represent their
that the four teams for the Prepara- mont, the meet brought together the
to the number eight team, Ells- doin's 25, and Bates' 20. Maine men
tory School tournament had been se- ten best college ski teams in the Eastworth. Our choice, strictly in the took 11 out of 13 of the first places in
house in the tournaments.
lected by the University Athletic ern
long-shot line, is the minutemen the meet, Bates men taking firsts in
"Also." Wallace said, "some of
United States and Canada, includBoard. The teams, picked on the bafrom Stearns High School. It's about the discus and broad jump.
the
men are not reporting out
Martin Hagopian equalled his own
sis of their seasonal records, are ing McGill, Dartmouth, New Hamptime that those boys finally came
for their three practice sessions
university
record
in
Higgins, Nfaine Central Institute, Co- shire, Williams, Harvard, Vermont,
the
50-yard dash
up with a tourney crown and this
per week. If this rule is not folwhen he was clocked at 5.5 seconds.
burn, and Hebron Academy. The prep and Norwich.
could be the year.
lowed, they will be scratched
Elmer Folsom and George Nfarsanskis
school boys will battle it out on FriThe Maine squad, trailing the winBear's Finale
from the list of entries."
came
up,
with
day and Saturday afternoon, March ners by
two firsts during the
The Pale Blue basketeers wound
only 6 points, was spark14-15.
their season up in a real spurt, taking afternoon: Bob Emerson contributed a
plugged
by
Jan Willoch who took first
This week's activity lists John
four out of five from their late season first in the pole vault and a second in
position in the eight and one-half
the
broad
jump.
Bapst vs. Waterville. Bangor vs.
opponents. That game at New HampLittle is known about the strength
Fort Fairfield. Presque Isle vs. Cony, mile cross country course, timed at 49
shire must have been a thriller last
and Stearns vs. Ellsworth. Prelimi- minutes and 52 seconds. Willoch led
week end. The boys trailed 27-15 at of the Huskies from Boston other than
naries are slated for Thursday after- 47 competitors across the finish line
the half but came roaring back to cop that they placed second behind New
noon and evening, with the semi- of the grueling course that went over,
the decision by a 39-37 margin. On a Hampshire in a triangular meet ,at
Coach G. William Small has an- finals on Friday evening. Finals will across, and around mountains, and
won and lost basis it was one of the Lewiston with Bates.
Bleachers
will
again
be
nounced
set
up
that the first organization be held Saturday evening.
for
which, according to Curtis, was as
better seasons that a university basfast in some places as the downhill
ketball team ever had. Last year's 10-4 the spectators and results of each event meeting of the University tennis team
course at Mt. Baldy.
record was the best in history. You will be relayed to them via the use :will be held tomorrow, Friday, March
must consider that four of the eight of loudspeakers. This arrangement 7, at 4 :45 in the East Class-room of
Snow conditions at St. Marquette
losses that Maine suffered this year worked out very well last week, the the Alumni Memorial Gymnasium.
were ideal, Curtis said, and remarked
were at the hands of Connecticut and events moving along smoothly and It is imperative that all tennis team
that the downhill course was a real
candidates report at that time.
Rhode Island who are both in the run- with a minimum of confusion.
test of skill, with 37 gates, one bening for the post-season tourney at
tween two huge boulders, followed by
New York.
a sharp turn. There were plenty of
BY MURPH LINEHAN
spills, and several injuries, but the
New England Notes
The University of Maine Varsity Bears got by without any trouble.
Did you see where Rhode Island
basketeers wrote the finis to the 1946fell before the fast charging UIn all the events at least three Maine
47
court season in bang-up fashion men finished in
Conns last Saturday night at Storrs?
the top half, usually
last Saturday at Durham, by upsetting placing
Eck Allen called that one right
a man in the first ten. The
about six weeks ago. At the time
According to the latest reports from the NN'omen's Gym, women's the favored Wildcats 39-37.
slalom was the only event in which
It looked like a gone ball game at the Bears were
it didn't seem possible that the Nut- athletics is becoming a family affair. First, football-playing poppas
weak, and that is atnteggers could pin one on the invaded the females' sports sanctum to join Miss CassiCly's class in the half with New Hampshire on top tributed to the fact that snow condiRhodies but after seeing Fisher and folk-dancing. When the basketball season rolled around, it brought by the decisive margin of a dozen tions here during the past few weeks
company in action up here in the some mothers with a yen for the court they had haunted in their not- points, but the boys from Orono turned have been poor, cutting down on neceson the heat in the third period when sary practicing.
Maine gym, we could see the wis- so-long-ago student days.
Not to be left behind, the younger Open doorways and unfamiliar tern - they held the Granite Staters to a zero
dom of Allen's reasoning. Included
Among the members of the eleven
in Connecticut's wins this year is a generation insisted on coming along to tory bring out the exploring instinct in score while they tied it up. The fray teams that competed, were
several
decision from Army. Also noticed root for the home team. So
s
of the more venturesome males was whisker-close right down to the men who are almost certain to be on
now the some
final gun when in the final minutes,
in past scores that Conn. trounced
I
the U. S. Olympic ski team including
Women's Gym converts itself into a I who are continually being lured out Maine applied
the time-honored Ralph
New Hampshire recently. The ConId bounds.
Townsend, Dartmouth ace, who
necticut men rolled up 94 points. combined nursery and rumpus room', When a personal foul, such as push- "freeze" to preserve their two point was defeated by Willoch in the
cross
lead for the victory.
when the carriage-trade wheels in for
Tracking the Tracksters
ing or tripping, is called, the victim
country. Toronto, who was the elevLooking back on the just-ended
Indoor track enters its final week an afternoon of riotous wrec'•-:eation. gets a shot at the cookie box. But it's
enth team, was in the meet unofficially,
schedule. Maine took nine out of the
of the current campaign when Jenkins' "Who says ba,f e'ball and babies a hard-hearted ref who can penalize
having won the junior ISU championseventeen games played, and if you
men meet Northeastern University in don't mix?" os• 7 the athletic alums, these sporting kiddies for tussling over
ships previously, and earning the privilike statistics that's a .5292 average.
the field house Saturday. The Maine who claim their offspring in the cheer- a point of honor as to whose Mom
lege of moving into the senior diviThe mid-season slump which started
squad is undefeated this season with ing sect.: Li are tops as morale boosters. has the best shooting eye.
sion next year.
January 9 at Storrs, and ended Febseveral men unbeaten in their specill
While their Moms are on the floor
ruary 13 at Orono, saw Maine drop ten
ties.... George Nfarsanskis gave the setth:g the baskets for the Marriageof the thirteen games played in that
fans heart failure last week when In. .. die, the youngsters cheer lustily and
period.
impartially
waited until his last toss to get that
from the makeshift bleachGraduation will result in the loss of
35 pound weight out there for first ers that double as a pen. The frisky
only two of "Eck" Allen's charges.
place
Nlso understand that on one fans are picking up pointers on the
Dinny Presnell and Ben Curtis. Conof his throws. George drew a fairly game from no less an authority than
is very important that all Winter
sequently, next year should see an
good line on Gerry Poulin.... Poulin Miss Lengyel, who keeps a genial but
Sports equipment be returned on the
experience
d
and
seasoned
Dr.
Thelma
team
L.
Kellogg
take
'18,
late
of
scrambled out of the way at the last vigilant eye on these Phys. Ed. minors.
Vanceboro and for many years a pro- the floor. The arrival on campus of day it is borrowed. Three steel ski
minute and the weight dropped right
Still a little hazy regarding the rules
Annex personnel should strengthen poles have not been returned and so
where he had been sitting.... If Ger- and regulations governing spectator fessor at Southern Illinois Normal
that all students may have the use of
,the
squad immeasurably.
University,
bequeathed
one-third of
ry moves that fast this baseball season participation, more than one imp has
please return them immediately.
them,
• Perhaps less pre-season first team
he should beat George Case's record put a crimp in the play by dashing her estate estimated to be $90,000; to
forecasting
by Bangor scribes would
the University of Maine Foundation
for base thefts.
headlong into the midst of a scramble
according to her will which has been result in fewer prides being hurt. and of
Well Done
the Foundation may determine.
for the ball.
filed for probate in Washington Coun- 'hake for a lot more cooperation heWe take this time to offer contween
coach and player.. ,we certainly
Interference is only one problem
gratulations to the winter sports which a self-appointed referee of the ty.
hope mo.
In addition to this fine bequest, the
squad for a swell job done in the rollicking rookies has to cope with.
Leaving basketball and turning to
Dr. Kellogg's teaching years were
will also directed that her library in .
Itil"s at Montreal last week end.
t spent at Southern Illinois
Normal Uni- the diamond sport, it was interesting
Maine shall be given to the University.
Jan Willoch beat the highly touted
versity at Carbondale, where she be- to note that 27 pitchers and 16 catchers
Dr.
Kellogg died recently in St. Steclub
in the recent small schools' tournRalph Townsend of New Hampshire
ansx‘ered Bill Kenyrm's first call.
came a full professor of English.
who recently copped the National ey at Brewer and they really looked phen, N. B., after a long illness.
Dr. Kellogg's will provides for the Spirit like this should be applauded
Amateur Ski Championship at Lake like a well coached team. Observers
As an undergraduate Dr. Kellogg creation of a trust fund the income and a fervent prayer be offered up
Placid. From all reports Charles remarked that they had never seen a was active in musical and literary so- to be paid to a relative during
her that it will exist throughout the season.
Barr rates AM one of the most high- 1 small high school team screen as cieties. She was elected to Phi Kappa life. At the termination of the
Obviously all of the men going out
trust
ly improved men on the ski team. Gates' boys did. One little fellow, Phi. During her senior year she was a the fund is to be distributed equally
to for baseball will not find a berth on
Curtis reports that all the boys did Pauplis, stood around four foot four teacher of English, a career which she Radcliffe College. Southern
Illinois the first club though they do haVe tala fine lob.... They had to to finish (with high heels on)
Noticed that followed until illness forced her to re- Normal University, and to the Unient for the game. This fact portends
in second place against that compe. the Brunswick Campus team rolled up linquish her profession.
versity of Maine.
a great year for intramurals. and the
101 points in a tilt with Hebron last
tition.
After graduating in 1918, she studied
The fund is to be known as the spring softball league will absorb all
week.... Those Brunswick boys will at Radcliffe College from which she "Thelma I,ouise Kellogg Fund"
A Coming Coach
the those not playing varsity or junior
Saw Bob Gates' Fast NI illinocket come in handy next basketball season. received a doctor's degree. Most of income to he used as the directors varsity
ball.

Coach Small Calls
All Tennis Men
To Meeting Friday

Pale Blue Upsets
Wildcats, Closes
Season On Court

Babies Form Cheering Section
As Mommy Plays Basketball

Maine Foundation
Receives Gift
From Mrs. Kellogg

Women's Equipment
For Winter Sports
Must Be Returned
It

rage
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tion may be amended.
dent Senate for only such time as the
I posed amendment is introduced.
Sec. 2. Such amendments shall re- 4. Regular meetings shall be held at abnormal housing and other adminisquire a three-fourths majority of the
least once per month. Special meet- trative problems caused by the World
(Continuid vom Pay,
. Three)
Senators present.
ings may be called by the President War II period shall require them.
system and provide for its member-1 Sec. 3. The amendments shall not be! whenever necessary. The Secretary
Ankle II
ship. The purpose .
of the judicial
icia YS acted upon during the meeting at i shall notify each member at least
Membership
(cont'd)
tern to be to (lett mune appropriate ac- which they are proposed. They shall
three days prior to the meeting.
tion in cases .4 students who conduct be acted upon at the following meeting. 5. Any man student may gain admitSec. 1. The area now known as
themselves in n unworthy. manner iSec. 4. Final ratification shall be ! tance to the floor of the Senate by North Dormitories shall be considwhile enrolled
the University. Any accomplished by submitting the pro- , presenting a petition to the Presi- ered as one residence group as long as
man student tat need by this judicial posed amendments on a referendum
dent of the Senate supported by men students reside there.
system shall In- em right of appeal
. to , ballot to the men's student body. A ; twenty-five (25) signatures of bona
Sec. 2. The eight apartments now
rsity authorities in, three-fourths majority of the men stuthe proper 1.
fide men students. The petition shall known as university apartments and
all cases.
I dents voting shall be necessary for ! clearly state the reason for request the area now designated as cabins and
Sec. 3. The Se tit te shall have power, ratification.
for admission and when granted the trailers shall be one residence group
of dismissal of :my member for cause.
privilege of the floor shall remain for such time as students reside in
BY-LAWS
A three-fourths majority vote of memin effect until action has been taken them.
Rules
of
Order
shall
govI.
Robert's
bers present
be necessary and no
the Senate.
Sec. 3. The area now known as
ern the proceedings of evey meet- 6. by
member shall he dismissed unless his
A quorum of the Men's Student South Apartments shall be a residence
ing
of
the
Senate
except
that
twoname is brought up for dismissal in
Senate must be present to conduct group for such time as students reside
thirds majority may make special
meeting of tht Senate prior to the
business of a policy determining na- in it.
rules
when
necessary.
meeting used for dismissal and unless ,
ture. Four-fifths of the members in
Senate shall be reSec. 4. If at any time the
he be notified tit I, ast 48 hours in ad- . Members of the every
good standing shall constitute a of men students residing in anynumber
regular
meetquired
to
attend
or all
vance of the tins( the dismissal vote
quorum.
of the above mentioned temporary
ing of the Senate. Absences may he
is to be taken.
APPENDAGE
excused by the President or Secreunits falls below twenty-six (26) the
4reide VIII
Article I
tary for cause.
unit or units shall be combined by the
3. These By-Laws may be amended
Amendment
Purpose
election committee in such a manner
Sec. I. Whenever a three-fourths
by a three-fourths majority of the
Sec. 1. The provisions of this ap-;as best to form an adequate residence
majority of the Men's Student Senate
Men's Student Senate. but not at pendage shall be recognized as a part !group.
the same meeting in which the pro- of the constitution of the Men's Stu-lJanuary, 1947.
shall deem it in e.ssary, this constitu-
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German Club
Plans Meeting
In Art Gallery

Newly initiated members of the
Deutscher Verein, honorary German
scholastic society, will have a chance
to become acquainted with one another
and with the old members at the next
meeting of the club to be held Wednesday, March 12, at 7:15 p.m. in the
Art Gallery at South Stevens. At this
time a movie will be shown of past
activities of the Deutscher Verein,
and games and songs will be in order.
Those members recently initiated include the following: Don Max Anderson, Germaine C. Bellefleur, Carl H.
Brennan, Lois M. Doescher, Donald I.
Dodge, Joanne R. Chellis, Paul G.
Ford, Alice E. Fonseca, Mary Lou
Fenlason, Robert E. Epstein, Glendon
E. Gerry, Irving H. Garber, Rosemarie
• J. Gagnon, Ralph T. Jones, Joan E.
Harvey, Mark H. Lane, Karl R. Lindquist, Melvin L. Naseck, Charles R.
Preble, Charlotte E. Pressey, Beverly
R. Peacock, Alice Marie Raymond,
Ruth F. Wentworth, and Philip R.
White.
After the initiation last Wednesday,
Professor Vincent Hartgen, head of
the Art Department, gave a survey of
the German school of painting. He
used as illustrative material some of
the valuable prints belonging once to
the Art Guild and part of the University collection.

smoke

PHILIP MORRIS!
4ir

Sixth Sorority
May Be Started
At University
Mrs. George Havers, extension vice
president of national Delta Zeta sorority, is now on the Maine campus to
assist in reorganizing a chapter of that
group here.
An active chapter of Delta Zeta existed at Maine between 1925 and 1936.
Mrs. Havers is at present using the
Balentine sun parlor as her headquarters. Interested students should contact her there.
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CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
America's FINEST Cigarette!

On the Campus
51ASI-15N EC

OVIROOYEAPS

Open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
.
Every day except Sunda:

Smoke Its much as you like—the flavor's ALL
yours. when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS! And
here's why ...
There's an important difference in PHILIP
1%1011 001S manufacture that makes PHILIP,
Moit Fis taste better—smoke better—because
it lets the FULL FLAVOR of the world's finest
tobaccos come through for your complete
enjoyment—clean,fresh, pure!
Tr) PHILIP MORRIS—you, too, will agree
that PHILIP MORRIS is America's FINEST
Citarelle!

Meals and Lunches
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CIGARETTE
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NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Day and Evening
Programs
Men and Women
Admitted

NIPHILIPMORHIS
ALWAYS BETTER...BETTER ALL WAYS

The Got1
(button do.

Opening Date
September 2, 1947
Early application necessary
L L.B. degree conferred
Prepares for the practice
of law
Catalog upon request

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts
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Kauffman
Spoke Friday
At Dinner

Past. ,,e-vrn

RELIGION

Club Notes

Semices

Bishop D. J. Feeney
Will Be Speaker
At Newman Club

Roman Catholic
tn Buzzed; and Treasurer, Wayne
8 and 10 a.m., Sun., March 9
Porter.
Little Theatre
George S. Cooper '48 was elected ; The club is sponsoring a stag dancel
I Bishop Daniel J. Feeney of Portland
Rev.
Francis E. LeTourneau,
president of the newly organized Chess ; to be held in the Women's Gym FriReginald Kauffman, editorial writer !Club at
Chaplain for the Catholic Students will be the guest speaker at the Uniits meeting last Wednesday, day evening. March 7, from 8:00 until
'versity of Maine Newman Club meetConfessions,
for the Bangor Daily News, was guest 1February 26. Other officers elected
Sat. night 7 p.m.
11:30. Part of the proceeds will be
ing on March 11. The Public has been
speaker last Friday at the first of a were Cutis Lord '49, vice president, used to send two students to the New Protestant
invited to attend the lecture at 8 o'clock
Episcopal Holy Communion
series of dinners to which students and Nancy Doore '49, secretary-treas- ; England Teachers' Conference in New
M.C.A. Reading Room. 9 a.m.,
in 305 Aubert Hall.
interested in journalism are invited. urer. Professor Hamilton Gray, Pro- York.
fessor of Civil Engineering, will serve
March 9
Bishop Feeney's presentation of "An
Asked many questions by the stuas adviser to the club.
Rev. Herbert S. Craig
Appreciation
of Spiritual Values" will
dents, Mr. Kauffman reached into his
Breakfast follows service
The next meeting of the club will
be his first appearance at the Univerlong career as a newspaperman for the be held Wednesday, March 13, at
Non-Sectarian Services
Students or faculty members intersity since his consecration last Septemanswers.
seven o'clock in the M.C.A. All inter- ested in forming a stamp club are in11 a.m., Sun., March 9,
ber. He has served four and a half
Little Theatre
"Is journalism a 'healthy' profes- ested are invited to attend.
vited to meet at 105 Stevens Hall,
years at St. Mary's parish in Orono and
Dr. Alfred W. Painter, Bates
on Wednesday, March 12, at 7:00 p.m.
sion?"
has also taught in the town's Catholic
College
"Absolutely not!" Mr. Kauffman
high school.
Jewish
said.
The next meeting of the "Gay NineThis talk is one of a series being
Hillel services, Fri., March 7,
"Does journalism interfere with
ties" couples club will be held Friday
; presented under the auspices of the
7
p.m.
one's home life?"
evening, March 14, in the vestry of the
Maine Newman Club as a part of their
President's Room, North
"Absolutely!"
Church of the Universal Fellowship I The traditional party of the SAE
spring semester program. Addresses
Estabrooke
But he said that journalism, for all in Orono. A covered dish supper will House, a "Bowery Brawl," is to be
by the resident Catholic chaplain. Fr.
held this Saturday. The Brawl is the
its trials and tribualtions, is a very be served.
Francis E. LeTourneau, and Fr. W.
first to be held since the war.
Nineties. Entertainment and decora- Edmund Fitzgerald, Rector of Chevesatisfying profession.
Host couples for the evening will
The party is a take-off of the fa- tions are to be in the mood of the rus High School, Portland, have highMr. Kauffman stated that a good be Mr. and R. B. Higgins and Mr. and
mous New York Bowery of the Gay period.
lighted the program.
journalist must know about everything Mrs. Al Eipper. The program for the
from the Knights of Columbus to the evening will be under the direction
of Mr .and Mrs. Harrison S. Ripley
fine arts.
100th Anniversary of the Birth of Alexander Graham Bell • March 3, 1947
and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berry.
Journalism students are planning to
hold these dinners frequently.

Chess Club

Stamp Club

IGay 90's Club

Traditional 'Brawl
Is Planned By SAE

ASCE

Phi Mu Formal
Planned For Friday

Mr. Thomas of the Rumford Falls
Power and Light Company will speak
at the next meeting of the Civil Club
Thursday evening, March 6, at 7:00
Phi Mu Sorority is holding a formal p.m. in 14 Wingate Hall.
dance at the Penobscot Valley CounAt this meeting also there will be
try Club this Friday evening, from an election of officers.
8:30 to 1:00 o'clock.
The chaperons are Dr. and Mrs.
Clarence Bennett and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Mawhinney was elected
Henry Doten. Romaine Littlefield is
president at the Education Club meetchairman of the arrangements.
ing last Wednesday, February 26.
He: Don't be catty, both your faces Other officers elected were: Vice Prescame from the same mold.
ident, Alice Robinson; Secretary, Hel-

Education Club

ted
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add AUTHENTIC COLLEGE STYLES
TINE WOIIEN FABRICS
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SANFORIZED LABEL
(meaning less than 100 fabric shrinkagel
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WORLD FAMOUS COLLAR MODELS

,Codge

ANCHORED BUTTONS

Pu

the world

REASONABLE PRICES

a new voice

to 10 p.m.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

r Sunda.

by Moffett, 1918.

III( Ilf.%

The overwhelming favorite
shirts of U. S. college men
for looks, wearability and
price.
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The Gordon Oxford
(button down and plain)
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Dart

The telephone brought something
into the world that had not been
there before.
For the first time people were able
to talk to each other even though
separated by long distances.

ARROW

late
1947
necessary
mferred

The Gordon Doubler

Alexander Graham Bell was a teacher
of the deaf. He was also a trained
scientist who made it possible for
millions upon millions of people to
hear each other by telephone.

SHIRTS
SANFORIZED

Arrow Same:

Gordon Fenian y

Horizons broadened. A new indus-

try was born, destined to employ
hundreds of thousands of men and
women and be of service to everyone
in the land.
Alexander Graham Bell was a great
humanitarian, not only as a teacher
of the deaf, hut in his vision of the
benefits the telephone could bring
to mankind.
Bell's vision has come true. It keeps
on being an essential part of this
nation-wide public service.

Look for these famous models at your favorite Arrow store.

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Radio Guild
Elects 14
New Members

Brick By Brick--And Now The Shingles!
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Alumni Union Drive
Starts On April
The general alumni campaign for
the Union Building Fund will open
on April 1. "Kick-off Meetings" are
scheduled consecutively over the whole
country. Nearly 2000 campaign workers will go into action, and the campaign will be short and intensive.
The alumni goal is $750,000, and it
is hoped that this sum of money will
be raised before the 1947 commencement.
Chairman James Sims '32 is already
at work, with fifty key alumni in van -

"YOU CAN FIND IT AT-

Everybody has been watching the but are unavailable.
chart on the Bookstore. By Tuesday As the chart says, a few more
night, $93,791.00 had been pledged. shingles are needed. Only six thousand
The latest figures go over $94,000, more dollars will bring the students
over their goal.
Strange to say, there is a good deal
ous areas. Substantial progress has of truth in the chart on the Bookstore.
been made up to this time, although There actually will be no hipped roof
no official release of figures has been on the Union, if the total goal (stumade available. So far, gifts already dents, faculty, and alumni) is not met.
exceed those in the special gifts cateBut more and more contributions
gory for the Library Fund.
are coming in to the Union Fund of-

fice in the Library every day.
There is still a good probability that
the student campaign will go over its
$100,000.00 goal. Like all campaigns
to raise funds, the last few dollars
are the most difficult to get.

The Travel Wise Stop at

• ••

BANGOR HOUSE
BANGOR * * *MAINE
When you or your friends
"come to town"
G -or! meals—cheery rooms
f-nm 51:5 a day

1

"JERRY" has
Electric Record Players
Watch our windows for the
new M.G.M. record albums.
On Sale March :7 :
Victor & Columbiir
Masterworks

Radio Sales & Service
32 Main St.

Orono, Me.

WHEN SELECTING
YOUR SPRING
ENSEMBLE

PARK S
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and
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OTHER NEW

SUITS
19.95

TO

kr,

69.95

Ted Newhall
Photographer
Orono
Bank Building

Plate
Restaurant

Home

44 Main St.
Orono, Me.
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FREESE'S

Van Heusen scores top marks in the
biggest subject—Style! Van Heusen Shirts
show good taste all over, from collar
to cuff.Smart,neat,comfortable collar fit—
figure-flattering tailoring throughout.
Style-savvy goes together with hard-to-get
quality—Sanforized, laundry-andlaboratory tested fabrics give years of
satisfaction.Graduate to Van Heusen today!
Phillips-Jones Corp.,New York 1, N.Y.,
makers of Van Heusen Shirts,Ties,
Pajamas,Collars, Sport Shirts.

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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New Spring

Italian Sdwiches

Excellent Sandwiches
and Meals
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Wells
After

Complete
at°EVIAN SERVICE
10 plus '
Come in arid
Try Our Fine Service
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`Joan'
Campu

"SWANSDOWN"

HARD1NARE
& VARIETY
31-37 Nita ST.. ORONO. NUE.

SEE
your
picture of the week
in
our window
every Monday

— • <774.M.

SEE OUR SMART

People say—
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Fourteen students were elected to
membership in the Maine Radio Guild
at its meeting last night. Action was
also taken on the purchasing of new
equipment.
The new members include Herb
Gillis, Bill Starbird, George Gonyer,
Bill Mincher, Bob Patten, Paul Payson, Gerry Hermanson, Henry Hagman, Paulie !garcons, Mary Marvin,
Margaret Gorham, Margaret Hanks,
June Swanton, and Ed Cormier.
Charles Leech, a special student,
was voted honorary membership. Dayson DeCourcy, recently graduated and
now a faculty member, was asked to
become assistant faculty adviser.
Mrs. Phyllis Williamson, instructor
of radio and adviser to the Guild, holds
open tryouts for each radio program
on Tuesday afternoons in either 240
or 275.
The Guild itself was reorganized last
spring, with the purpose of aiding the
department of speech in the preparation and production of the University's
weekly fifteen minute show, carried
over WLBZ, Bangor.

'THIRD FLOCIIG OF FASHION

...in Van Heusen Shirts and tie,
•
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